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Claim i (currently amended): A method ofmodifying the geometric

orkfttatiofc of a digital image in m image acquisition apparatus adapted to acquire an

image ttttmc-amongstsevtfai from at least tine ofa plurality of different orientations and

to store {{said}
j

image in {|thej] a form of a compressed file, ch^actcnxcd-ifrthaHt

acquiring l[tm]] ihg image ma chosen orientation,

identifying [[said]] chosen orientation;

converting (Jsaid]] the image into a digi tal image;

spectral transforming {(said]] ths digital images

determining a geometric transformation to be applied to [[said]] the

image acquired as a function of the chosen orientation;

applying the determined geometric transformation tfeienmued to

symbols associated with spectral coeffteients issuing [[fromJJm said spectral transforming

recording in the compressed file two indicators representing a

normal or reversed order of the symbols respectively in two directions of the digital image;

and

coding the digital image in ([said]] Jhe compressed file.
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Claim 2 (currently amended): f[The]] £ geometric orientation modification

method according to Claim K chatwterised in tha t it include* a further eomprising. the slep

ofquantizing the spectral coefficients before | [the} | said step ofapplying the geometric

transformation* [|saidj] |hs symbols befog <|iiantization symbols.

Claim 3 (currently amended): [[Hie]JA geometric orientation modification

method according Claim 1, tfearaetcrbedin"that••mi wherein the spectral transformating

performed in said spectra! transforming step is a multiresotution decomposition, such as a

wavelet spectral decomposition.

Claim 4 (currently amended): [[The]]& geometric orientation modification

method according to Claim 1 , characterised in that the wherein said step of identifying the

chosen orientation is implemented by an automatic orientation detector incorporated in

[{said]] th£ image acquisition apparatus.

Claim 5 (currently amended): [[The]} A geometric orientation modification

method according to Claim 1 „ characterised in that the whj^yj^M step of identifying the

chosen orientation h implemented by a manual orientation selector incorporated in ((satdJJ

the image acquisition apparatus.

Claim 6 (currently amended): [[The]} A geometric orientation modification

method according to Claim I, tlw^trr^td -hrUvat wherein the image acquisition

orientation is chosen from amongst a rotation through 90 degrees, a rotation through 1 80

degrees or a rotation through 270 degrees.
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Claim 7 (currently amended): ((The)} & geometric orientation modification

method according to Claim t , ^lwattCTbcvtin that aaid wherein the spectral trtmsftrrntrtron

tr^fformingpe transforming step is a multiresoJuiion spectra}

decomposition, such as a wavelet spectral decomposition, and in that h also comprises

includes a step oftransposition *f transpo$*riomn& a tr^ueney $ufc*band having

coefficients of low frequency in a first direction of the digital image and ofhigh frequency

in a second direction of the digital image with a frequency sub-band of the same resolution

level in the spectra) decomposition, having coefficients ofhigh frequency in [{said]) |h£

first direction and of low frequency in [[said]) the second direction when the geometric

transformation comprises a rotation through 90 degrees or 270 degrees-

Claim 8 (currently amended): [(The)) A geometric orientation modification

method according to Claim 1 , <&ara<ffm:^m^ toher comprisin^ a

step of tnmsposittcrrof {repositioning the values of the height and width of the image

when the geometric transformation applied comprises a rotation through 90 degrees or 270

degrees.

Claim 9 (currently amended): A device for modifying the geometric

orientation of a digital image incorporated in an image acquisition apparatus adapted to

acquire an image in accordance with smr^tfrrj^sc^^ least Q*?e of^plurality of

different orientations and to store [[said] lbs image in the form ofa compressed file,

[[having]] ^M.fem^^rM^-

means for acquiring [[an]) the image in a chosen orientation;

means for identifying [[said]] the chosen orientation;
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means for converting [[said]] j|£ image into a digital image;

means for spectral tiansfomMioiiof said tmi&fQmimxhe digital

image;

mear& for determining a geometric transformation to be applied to

[[said]] the image acquired as & function of the chosen orientation;

means for applying the determined geometric transformation

determined to symbols associated with spectra! coefficients issuing from [{saidJJ the

spectral transforation performed by said spectral transforming means:

means for recording in the compressed file two indicators

representing a normal or reversed order of the symbol respectively in two directions ofthe

digital images, and

means for coding the digital image in (|£aid]J tb£ compressed file.

Claim 1 0 (currently amended): {{The}] £ geometric orientation

modification device according to Claim 9, ctoacfcrbcd in that H has further comprising

mems for quantizing the spectral coefficients adapted to quantize [[said]] ihe spectral

coefficients before application of the geometric transformation, [[said]J t|i£ symbols being

quantization symbols.

Claim 1 ! (currently amended): [[The]} A geometric orientation

modification device according to Claim 9, characterised m fl'iat &aid wherein the spectral

transformation performed by said spectral transforming means is a multiresolution spectral

decomposition, such m a wavelet spectral decomposition.
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Claim 12 (currently amended): ({ThcJ] & geometric orientation

modification device according to Claim% dtaraetefiwd-hi -

that-Ac wh?r^fa means for

identifying the chosen orientation comprise incjjyufei an automatic orientation detector

incorporated in said image acquisition apparatus.

Claim 13 (currently amended); G&oma i ie A ftgometric orientation

modification device according to Claim 9, characterised in that-the wherein said means for

identifying the chosen orientation comprise includes a manual orientation selector

incorporated in said image acquisition apparatus.

Claim 14 (currently amended): [|The]] A geometric orientation

modification device according to Claim 9, chm&cterbttdHirr-thgrt wfoffffiin,
the image

acquisition orientation is chosen from amongst a rotation through 90 degrees, a rotation

through 180 degrees or a rotation through 270 degrees.

Claim IS (currently amended): [[The]} ,4 geometric orientation

modification device according to Claim 9, charactgriscd 'in ^Tiat 'safd wfe^|njhe spectral

transformation performed by said spectral transforming means is a multircsolution spectral

decomposition, such as a wavelet spectral decomposition, and in that it also comprises

means for transpos i t ion transpositioning a frequency sub-band having coefficients oflow

frequency in a first direction of the digital image and of high frequency in a second

direction of the digital image with a frequency sub~hand of the same resolution level in the

spectral decomposition, having coefficients of high frequency in {[said] ] the first direction

and oflow frequency in [[said]] Qjg second direction when the geometric transformation

comprises a rotation through 90 degrees or 270 degrees.
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Claim IS (currently amended); IfFhe]] 4gwnwtfk orientation

modification device according to Claim 9, characterised m that it also has further

compriftfaff means for transposing the values of the height and width of the image when the

geometric transformation applied comprises a rotation through 90 degrees or 270 degrees.

Claim 17 (currently amended): [[The]] & geometric orientation

modification device according to Claim 9, ch -aracterised4tt- that-1iye!^mimBM *x®&® for

[[the]] spectra! ti^dwn^^ digital image, [[the]] §M means for

determining a geometric transformation, [[the]) means far flying the geometric

transformation, [[the]]md means for entering indicators in the compressed file, [[the]]

Say coding means, and if applicable [[the]] said quantization and transposition means, are

incorporated in:

a microprocessor,

a read only memory containing a program for modifying, the

geometric orientation of [fa]] thg digital image, and

a random access memory containing registers adapted to

record variables* modi fied during the running of [[said]] ihg program.

Claim 1 8 (currently amended): An image processing method, mglgmj^ted

jn.an image acquisition am>»&& comprising the steps otf [;)];

generating image data representing an image;
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wavelet-transforming the image data;

quantizing the transformed data; [[and]]

entropicaliy encoding the quantized data^

identifying a correct orientation ofthe image represented by the

image data, from amoflft four possible orientations, m a function of the position of the

im^jgfm^itCT 3pppmfo»a; and

applying a geometric transformation to the transformed data in

accordance with the result of the Identification.

Claim 1 9 (currently amended): A method according to Claim I S,

than«^eti5^4ir^tM wherein the image data arc transformed into sub*bands corresponding

to each ofa pturaJ ity of resolution level* in said wavelet-transforming step*

Claim 20 (canceled)

Claim 21 (currently amended); A method according io Claim 1 8,

ctotctemgd-tn that wherein said method ilirther comprises the step of storing the

information showing the result of the identification, and the encoded data.

Claim 22 (cuirently amended): An image processing apparatus, comprising:

means for generating [fanj] image data representing an image;

means for wavelet-trdnsforrning the image data;

means for-quantizing the transformed data; ffandjj
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Claim 23 (currency amended): An apparatus according to Claim 22a

dtargctrnzcd la ihM wfafikt s^id wuvclctHiuji;>fuiJumg oieans u«msforms the image data

into sub-bands corresponding to each of a plur&Jity of resolution levels.

Claim 24 (canceled)

Cbto 25 (currently amended): An apparatus according to Claim 22,

chtiractcrigcd m that ^ftM said apparatus further comprises ijthe|] means {[of]] for

storing the information showing the result of the identification, and the encoded data.

Claim 26 {currently amended): An image acquisition apparatus,

ciraraeterrecd4n-tha^^ has a geometric orientation modification

device according to Claim 9,
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Claim 27 (currently amended): A digital photographic apparatus,

characterised in that it wherein said appajrams has a geometric orientation modification

device according to Claim 9*

Claim 28 (currently amended): A digital camera adapted to function in a

still image mode, dbaracterised in that- it wherein said camera has a geometric orientation

modification device according to Claim 9.

Claim 29 {currently amended); A storage means, readable by a

microprocessor, chm^teriyjcd' fiT thatit wheje-lfl. #d storage means is adapted to

implement the geometric orientation modification method according to Claim I,

Claim 30 (currently amended); A storage means, readable by a

microprocessor, characterized ^ wherein said storage means is adapted to

implement the image processing method according to Claim 18,

Claim 31 (currently amended): A computer program product, loadable into

a programmable processing apparatus, characterized in that i t wherein said computer

program product comprises software code potifom adapted to imptemcttt execute the

geometric orientation modification method according to Claim U

Claim 32 (currently amended): A computer program product, loadable into

a programmable processing apparatus, dtaiacitn^ wherein said computer

program product comprises software code portions adapted to tmp$emcnt exe^ut^ the

image processing method according to Claim 18.


